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*C.L.J. 288* THE question to be pursued in this article has the merit of simplicity even if the response to it proves somewhat complex. The question is this: is law truly a social science? This may seem an odd question to many in the common law world since it is not uncommon, at least in England, for law schools to find themselves located in faculties of social science. Moreover there are a number of individuals, perhaps a considerable number in common law departments and faculties throughout the world, whose research and scholarship undoubtedly qualifies as social science research. So, before one can even begin to reflect upon the question to be pursued in this paper, a preliminary question must first be asked. Why should one wish even to pose the question?

This question will be considered by way of introduction and it will be followed by a section setting out the arguments as to why law might be regarded as not being a social science. Counter arguments will be discussed in further sections, but one particular difficulty will then be highlighted. Law, like traditionalist theology, is a discipline that is governed by the authority paradigm and it is this paradigm that restricts it in its capacity to make an epistemological contribution to social science thinking. However not all jurists are, or at least ought to be, trapped within this paradigm. Comparative legal studies, for example, have to be interdisciplinary and have to operate outside of the authority paradigm if they are to be taken seriously. Moreover such studies can generate, so it will be argued in this article, new ideas with regard to methodology and epistemology. So, by way of conclusion, it will be suggested that the answer to the question of whether law is a social science is an ambiguous one.

*I.C.L.J. 289* I. INTRODUCTION: WHY THE QUESTION?

The primary reason why the question has been posed is to be found in a relatively recent book published in France under the editorship of Jean-Michel Berthelot and entitled *Épistémologie des sciences sociales.* Now it is clear that what constitutes a social science in France is somewhat different from the position in the United Kingdom, for the English do not tend to treat disciplines such as history and philosophy as social science subjects; they are usually regarded as falling within the humanities. This distinction is of course of great importance and raises of itself fundamental discipline issues. Nevertheless the point to be stressed for the purposes of this present article is that it is still striking that Berthelot has no chapter on law. This exclusion is due neither to oversight nor to the lack of anyone in France capable of writing a sophisticated entry on legal epistemology, for there is a short work by a French law professor that, adapted, might have made an excellent contribution to the Berthelot book. The exclusion results from a deliberate decision taken by Professor Berthelot not to include law.

To do justice to Berthelot, he did not, it seems, arrive at his decision without considerable reflection nor in fact does he actually state that law is not a social science. Indeed he indicates that had more space been available he might well have invited a contribution on law. What he does do, however, is to advance a theoretical argument in which he asserts that law (together with political science) is different from the other social sciences in that “the legal and political sciences are made up in the main of normative judgments and their foundations”. This, he says, makes them different in terms of their perspective. The disciplines that Berthelot includes in his book are all “drawn towards problematising the forms of interaction between ‘C.L.J. 290 actants’, whatever name one gives them (agents, actors, speakers, social forces, or indeed institutions)”. Law and politics, in contrast, “seek to explain the factors which determine a normative universe and to understand the reasons which the actors have to adhere to it.” These ‘textual sciences’, as he calls them, no doubt make many references to the social sciences in general, but, he asserts, either “they define themselves through a specific object, approached in an interdisciplinary fashion or they make use of a hermeneutical and textual programme which is not their own.” The focal point for the social sciences that are included in his collection is, in brief, *interaction* and it is this notion of interaction that permits one to construct a
conceptual apparatus that, says Berthelot, will lead to a schematisation capable of transcending, at least to some extent, the individual social sciences in order to act as a basis for a more general epistemological discussion. In other words Berthelot is excluding law on epistemological grounds.

Is he right to do this? This of course is just another way of asking, at the epistemological level, whether or not law is a social science. Yet it might be worth reflecting at the outset not just upon Berthelot's reasoning but also upon law as a discipline. If one looks at textbooks on, say, sociology one is struck by the fact that much of what counts as knowledge is, to a greater or lesser extent, about methodology. In saying this, one is not in any way implying anything pejorative about this (or any other) social science. Indeed, it is one of the objectives of the present article to establish method as a serious and central part of knowledge. What one is saying is that the different schools of sociology, knowledge of which is a central part of the discipline, are characterised by differences of what might be called method. However “method” here means more than just forms of reasoning such as induction and deduction or analogy and types of argumentation. It is, also, more than statistical method. The term is employed to embrace what Berthelot calls schemes of intelligibility and what Thomas Kuhn called paradigms. In other words, method merges with epistemology, this latter “discipline” itself raising a variety of questions about differing approaches.

There is another reason for posing the question about whether or not law is a social science. In an essay devoted to the American jurist and comparative lawyer John Henry Wigmore, Annelise Riles makes the point that this jurist “made his scholarly name as an expert in the field of evidence, and his serious and still-popular treatise is a standard performance in that formalist genre”. Yet, she says, when it came to comparative law his work was seen as displaying a “dogged amateurism”. Now Riles uses this essay to make the point that amateurism is in fact a “defining methodological trait” not just of Wigmore’s work, but of twentieth century comparative law in general. “A consideration of Wigmore’s life and scholarship”, she concludes, “suggests that if amateurism is defined as a failure to analyse, then comparative law is inherently amateuristic.” And, she adds, it “cannot be otherwise as long as our discipline remains comparative law that is, a discipline grounded in the culture of legal formalism, rather than comparative politics, literature, aesthetics or anthropology.” The second reason why the question of whether or not law is a social science thus becomes important in as much as it impacts directly on comparative law. If the comparatist cannot claim to be a social scientist it would seem that he or she would be ill-equipped to handle those disciplines other than formal law listed by Riles.

Pierre Legrand, equally, has asserted that the essence of comparative legal studies is its interdisciplinarity, but his analysis develops this point in a particularly pertinent way. Legrand argues that interdisciplinarity is vital because the comparison of formal legal rules is a meaningless exercise; what matters are the cognitive structures - the legal mentality - that lie beneath this surface. And in order to discover these structures, or legal mentality, the comparatist must adopt a hermeneutical method instead of relying either on a causal analysis or on functionalism. This methodological point should not pass unnoticed because it offers a direct link with the work of Jean-Michel Berthelot. One of Berthelot's major contributions to social science epistemology is his enumeration of six schemes of intelligibility which, according to the philosopher of science Gilles-Gaston Granger, offers real epistemological insights into all the human sciences. What Pierre Legrand is indicating is that the comparatist must be au fait with social science epistemology, with works like Épistémologie des sciences sociales. Now this is not to imply that merely being familiar with social science methodology and epistemology is enough to turn comparative law into a social science. Yet if the comparatist is able to make an independent contribution to this methodology and epistemology it at least would offer a platform from which the jurist could begin to take issue with Berthelot's exclusion of law from the epistemological investigation. Can such an independent contribution be made? One possibility is to argue that many of the methods now employed by social scientists were formulated by jurists. This is an argument that will be pursued in the present article (an argument that will involve a defence of Donald Kelley's thesis). A second possibility is to move from the diachronic to the synchronic and argue that legal thought is still capable of making an independent contribution. This is an argument that (for reasons of space) will be pursued in a future paper.

II. ARGUMENTS AGAINST LAW AS A SOCIAL SCIENCE

Berthelot's central reason for excluding law from his social science epistemological investigation is that it is a discipline that is preoccupied with normative judgments and not with human interaction and behaviour as such. The object is a body of norms and not humans as an interacting social reality. If
one looks at the make up of most law programmes in Europe it would seem that Berthelot has a point. Law degrees in both civilian and common law faculties consist largely of learning what the law is; the emphasis is on learning rules *C.L.J. 293 and these rules in turn have been described as the ontological and epistemological basis of legal knowledge.*\footnote{22} As for the law professors themselves, their role, at least traditionally, has been to produce textbooks. These of course are guides to what the law is, but in addition they are supposed to be more than mere guides, “for they seek not only to arrange the cases systematically but to extract from them the general principles of the law and to show how those principles may be developed.”\footnote{29} When taken together with law articles this *doctrine plays a fundamental role in the formation of a legal system.*\footnote{21} Perhaps the Research Assessment Exercise has, in the United Kingdom at least, changed expectations to some extent.\footnote{28} but it is still difficult to imagine that this organising role of the legal academic has fundamentally changed. Thus the United Kingdom judges certainly see the academic endeavour as being the search for principle and in France “doctrine has as its mission to comment on positive law: therefore it comprehends only the professionals of law and only to the extent where they undertake this task of commentary.”\footnote{29}.

The writing of textbooks is, accordingly, regarded as being scientific since the academic is engaged in an exercise of reductionism.\footnote{21} This latter term has been described by one French philosopher specialising in theories of knowledge as “the epistemological strategy consisting of putting into action the concepts and methods destined to unify an area of knowledge which has had to fragment and diversify in order to understand its objects”.\footnote{26} Common lawyers may not go as far as civilians in the quest for symmetry, structure and rationality in the organisation of legal knowledge,\footnote{21} but a considerable proportion of the academic literature in the common law world displays these tendencies.\footnote{21} Indeed, it has been argued that one reason why codification of English law never happened was because of the rise of the law faculties in England and Wales which resulted in an *C.L.J. 294 epistemological reorientation towards the rule model of law.*\footnote{24} As far as the civil law is concerned, then, one of the arguments against law being regarded as a social science might be said to be grounded in its quest for natural science status.\footnote{29}

Now the problem facing law in the quest for this status is that the theories produced by academic lawyers cannot be falsified, this falsification method being one of the key tests, according to Karl Popper, for qualifying a theory as scientific.\footnote{27} The only alternative epistemological test is to associate law with the non-empirical science of mathematics where the test is one of coherence rather than correspondence.\footnote{25} The search for coherence in law has of course been such a dominant part of continental legal doctrine - it was one of the major preoccupations of legal scholars from the Humanists to the Pandectists\footnote{22} - that it might be the theme that sums up the whole of civilian legal history. Civilian legal thought has been the movement from an *ars judicandi* to a *mos geometricus*; that is to say a movement from judging to inference, the latter requiring, if the syllogism is to be viable, an ever more perfected rational organisation of law.\footnote{22} And even if civilian doctrine has moved on from this logical formalism - which it undoubtedly has - one legacy of this continental legal history is the association of law with scientific rationality. Whereas the Glossators and the Post-Glossators considered that the authority of law was to be found in the existence of the Roman texts themselves, which in turn were ultimately linked to the authority of God, the effect of the humanist revolution was to create an epistemological shift. The authority of law gradually became embedded in its scientific rationality with the result that one form of authority became replaced by another.\footnote{41} As far as the medieval jurists were concerned the texts themselves were authoritative just like the Bible or the *Qur’an* and the validity of the knowledge contained in these texts arises from their consensual acceptance as being the Word of God.\footnote{52} But for the jurists *C.L.J. 295* who succeeded the medieval doctors one part of the authority was to be found in the “scientific” or systematic coherence of law because this rationality provided not just the deductively valid solutions but, in doing this and thus freeing judgment from subjective bias, the very authority that gave law its validity.\footnote{52} Another dimension of law’s authority was of course provided by the political (constitutional) validity of the source of the texts considered legal.\footnote{41}

In seeking therefore the status of a science law might be said to have become so preoccupied with its own internal organisation that, as a knowledge discipline, it has completely isolated itself from social reality.\footnote{29} By this is meant not that law fails to take account of social fact; it certainly does take account of fact and how it does this is an aspect that needs particular attention.\footnote{52} What is meant is that law as a body of knowledge has nothing to contribute, epistemologically speaking, to our knowledge of the world as an empirical phenomenon. Law does not, in other words, take as its object social reality - or at least an aspect of social reality - so as to produce a model that increases our knowledge of this reality. Law has as its object only itself.\footnote{41} It is in this sense a narcissistic science that is of little interest intellectually speaking to those outside of the discipline, save perhaps to those social scientists
interested in studying the corps of lawyers as a social phenomenon itself.  

One might object to this assertion in saying that law does in fact have as its object an important social phenomenon, namely justice or, failing that, norms as a social “fact”. Legal rules, concepts and institutions exist, it might be argued, to give expression to justice. However one difficulty here is that if justice is to be defined by law, then one is back to the problem of law as its own object. Alternatively if justice is a phenomenon that exists independently of law one will need to turn to other social science disciplines - for example to economics, moral philosophy, political theory or whatever - in order to give substance and definition to the phenomenon.  

And in doing this one comes up against Berthelot's observation that law either defines itself “through a specific object, approached in an *C.L.J. 296* interdisciplinary fashion” or it makes “use of a hermeneutical and textual programme which is not [its] own.”  

Norms as a social phenomenon acting as the object of a “legal science” is equally problematic in that what constitutes the ultimate source of such norms is a concept that is either metaphysical - for example Kelsen’s *Grundnorm* - or seemingly empirical, for example Hart's rule of recognition or some other social source.  

In other words, law is either creating its own epistemological validity or is relying upon a sociological phenomenon that cannot itself be explained by legal knowledge. Accordingly Berthelot's rejection of law as a social science capable of contributing to an epistemology of social sciences does seem, at first sight, difficult to refute.

III. METHODOLOGICAL POSSIBILITIES

If law itself, that is to say law as a system of propositions, seems unpromising as the basis for candidacy to the category of social science, could the methods associated with the discipline prove of greater interest? Here the history of legal thought is more ambiguous since it could well be said that the methods used by the generations of jurists from Roman to modern times have of themselves had an important impact on social science thinking.  

No doubt it could be argued that these methods have in truth been fashioned outside the discipline of law and thus, following Berthelot, they are simply further evidence of lawyers approaching their own texts through recourse to other disciplines. Yet if one looks at the history of the civil law as a history of changing methods it is possible to discern a number of factors that ought to be of interest to social science epistemology.  

*C.L.J. 297* Indeed one might start with Berthelot's collection itself. Despite the absence of a chapter devoted to law, one might note that in the contribution from an historian there is right at the start a reference to Donald Kelley.  

There is no doubt about Kelley’s credentials as an historian, but he is equally a jurist best known for his work on the French humanists. In particular he has argued that these sixteenth-century academics were not just jurists; they were the founders of modern historical research methods and thus hold an important position in the epistemology of history.  

Indeed Kelley, as jurist, is important for his view that law is not just a social science but one that is central to social thought in general. “If the book of nature is ‘written in the language of mathematics’ (as Galileo thought),” he writes, “the book of human nature in its social forms has been written, in the most practical contexts, in the language of the law.”  

Whether Berthelot was aware that Kelley seems to be advancing a thesis about the place of law in social science epistemology somewhat at odds with his own argument is an interesting question. Had Kelley been invited to contribute a chapter to *Épistémologie des sciences sociales* the American academic would no doubt have re-quoted Walter Ullmann's remark that “medieval jurisprudence was forced to elucidate some basic principles about society, and was thus led to consider topics which, under modern conditions, would be dealt with, not by lawyers, but by the sociologist.”  

Jurists, it would seem, once did the work of sociologists; not only did they fashion the modern research methods but they equally provided a grille de lecture for understanding early modern European society.

It might at this point be useful to turn to Berthelot's own major contribution to social science methodology and epistemology. For it is this social theorist who has to date provided one of the most coherent accounts of the methodological schemes of intelligibility through which social scientists analyse the object of their investigations, namely society and social fact. According to Berthelot the question to ask is this: “what are the ontological and epistemological principles presupposed by the various existing research programmes?”  

His response to this question is to assert that if one studies the main *C.L.J. 298* sociological schools six different principes - or, as another sociologist puts it, grilles de lecture - can be dégagés. They are:  

the causal scheme (if x, then y or y = f(x) ); the functional scheme (S###X###S, where one phenomenon X is analysed from the position of its function - X##S - in a given system); the structural scheme (where X results from a system founded, like language, on disjunctive rules, A or not A); the hermeneutical scheme (where X is the symptom, the expression of an underlying signification to be
discovered through interpretation); the actional scheme (where \( X \) is the outcome, within a given space, of intentional actions); finally, the dialectical scheme (where \( X \) is the necessary outcome of the development of internal contradictions within a system).\(^{32}\)

These schemes are, of course, in need of much elaboration and explanation if their epistemological and methodological importance is to be fully appreciated.\(^{33}\) But for present purposes it will hopefully suffice if they are developed only in a limited way in relation to law. The point here is not so much to examine the schemes themselves, as important as they are;\(^{34}\) what needs to be stressed is the relationship between these methodological and epistemological grilles de lecture and the claim that law is (or is not) a social science.

It should be immediately evident that these schemes of intelligibility have a direct relevance for law in that they encapsulate all the various methods used in legal reasoning and analysis. Tort lawyers spend much time applying causal and actional methods in the analysis of case law problems - the classic “actional” approach being an analysis utilising the “reasonable man” or “le bon père de famille” - just as those writing judgments may make use of functional methods (for example policy reasoning or the application of the mischief rule in statutory interpretation) in place of a hermeneutical analysis (what did the legislator mean or what was the will of the legislator or testator?).\(^{35}\) The dialectical scheme finds expression not just in the legal maxim audi alteram partem but equally in a whole range of conceptual and category dichotomies such as the distinctions between public and private law, real and personal rights, corporeal and incorporeal property and so on.\(^{36}\) At the level of legal theory structuralism, *C.L.J. 299* intermixed with hermeneutics, finds one of its most perfect developments in nineteenth-century German legal thinking, as a new work by a French jurist so clearly reminds us.\(^{37}\) But this “transcendental nonsense” was to be displaced in American legal theory by an appeal to “the functional approach”. \(^{38}\) In the civil law world, however, a structural analysis remains (in some quarters at least) very much in vogue.\(^{39}\) The history of theory and method in law could, in other words, be explained by reference to Berthelot’s schemes.

This would not have surprised Berthelot of course, for, as we have seen, he asserted that lawyers make use of social science methods. Yet what might be more of a surprise is the argument that, diachronically speaking, it is not always a question of lawyers adopting and adapting schemes from disciplines outside law. It is a question, as Kelley asserts, of the history of methods and the history of law often marching very much hand-in-hand. Where but in the Digest does one find a rich source of “social science” methodology from the ancient world? Admittedly with respect to the natural sciences the position is more complex in that it is in Greek philosophy and mathematics - in particular in the writings of Aristotle - that one looks for the foundations of the scientific mind.\(^{40}\) But what is of fundamental importance with respect to the social sciences are the institutional concepts to be found in the work of the Roman jurists. Notions such as *obligatio* and *dominium* were not just important ideas in themselves; when combined with the institutions of *persona*, *res* and *actiones* they created a structural system in which individual owners and contractors were integrated into a social whole itself given expression by concepts such as the *respublica*, *fiscus* and *ius publicum*. This whole was genuinely a system in that it was capable, as has been illustrated elsewhere,\(^{41}\) of creating its own elements which then became integrated into the social system as realities. Thus the moment a *universitas* became capable of bringing an *actio* in its own name, it effectively became a *persona*; equally as soon as an *actio in rem* was available in respect of a *ius* this latter became a form of intangible property (*res incorporeis*).\(^{42}\) One is not talking here merely of relatively passive systems capable of creating other conceptual elements such as intellectual property and corporate legal persons. Such structural thinking was integrated into legal reasoning itself.

*C.L.J. 300* This structural thinking manifests itself in legal reasoning in a number of ways. First it is to be found in the way the reasoning of the Roman jurists is often centred on the question of whether or not an *actio* is available and against whom; this institution, in other words, regularly acts as a vehicle for discussing more substantive issues such as blame, cause and (or) risk.\(^{43}\) Secondly, although the jurists seem often to be discussing problems at the level of fact, these facts are usually organised in terms of concepts that might appear descriptive but are actually more schematic in their structure. For example, the jurist Paul tells us that it is not just the owner of stolen property who has the actio furti but anyone who has an “interest” in the thing, such as a hirer.\(^{44}\) What is being constructed here is a model based upon the institutions of *persona* and *res* in which the person who is entitled to the action is delineated either by the legal (institutional) relationship of ownership (*dominium*) or by the existence of an *interest*.\(^{45}\) This notion of an interest is of course one that was much later to become a key concept in economic theory,\(^{46}\) but the idea that the social science model of “individuals” endowed with an economic “interests” is a creation of the discipline of economics is, historically speaking, not true. Economists may talk of how the notion of an interest allows one to
evaluate society and its individuals in terms of economic relations and function, yet it is not the lawyers who have appropriated the term from economists. Rather it is economists making use of a model of social reality fashioned by Roman jurists.

A third way in which structural thinking manifests itself in Roman legal reasoning is through categories. These categories were partly rooted in what the Romans perceived as social reality, but, and this is the point to be stressed, only partly. As Ulpian says of the law of contracts, *natura enim rerum conditum, ut plura sint negotia quam vocabula.* That there are more transactions in the real world than are capable of being represented in the established categories of contracts, suggests clearly that one is dealing with a rationalised model rather than working directly on the facts. Indeed, as another jurist points out, facts, unlike the laws, are not something capable of being grasped by the mind, for law is definite while facts are not. Accordingly the reasoning of the Roman lawyers is one of negotiating an adequate correspondence between a reasoning model - consisting of instiutu *C.L.J. 301* tions (personae, res and actiones), institutional relations (obligationes, dominium, possessio and so on) and empirical concepts (interests, damage, fault, fraud and the like) - that insinuates itself within the facts and the actual facts themselves. Are these texts to be found in the Digest really just about normative judgments? Surely they are as much about “human interaction and behaviour” as any other social science? At all events these texts certainly invite one to reflect upon a fundamental epistemological challenge that is to be found in all of the social sciences. What is the relationship between the knowing intellectus and the res that forms the object of knowledge?

As for the schemes of intelligibility themselves, they equally are to be found in the reasoning of the Roman jurists. A causal analysis of facts operates both as a constituent of liability in cases of, in particular, wrongful damage and, in combination with a hermeneutical approach, as a means of interpreting legal texts. An example of this latter kind of reasoning is evident in the discussion concerning the interpretation of the aedilicean edict imposing a duty upon sellers of slaves to disclose any disease or other defect. What becomes clear in the discussion of particular cases is that the jurists distinguish between symptoms and disease; and thus in answer to the question whether a bed-wetting slave is diseased the jurist replies that it depends. If the problem arose because, say, the slave was drunk or too lazy to get up that is not a disease; if the defect was caused by a problem with the bladder then this would amount to a disease and the buyer would be entitled to rescind the sale. A similar causal analysis is applied to other symptom problems. A functional dimension can also provide a logical premise in that if every defect is considered a disease - for example missing teeth - it would give rise to a situation where whole classes of people, for instance the elderly, would have to be considered diseased. Structuralism is particularly evident in the Institutes: Gaius constructs his work with constant reference to genus and species and points out the error of confusing the two levels. Hermeneutics even attracts its own chapter in the Digest: what do words signify? A dialectical analysis may also be adopted in respect of factual situations to aid, for example, the interpretation of a word. Thus in an attempt to define accurately a “fugitive” one Roman jurist asserts that a distinction must be made between a “fugitive” and a “wanderer”, *C.L.J. 302* the latter indulging merely in aimless roaming about and timewasting. A statement (dictum) must equally be distinguished from a promissio, just as a specific assertion must be differentiated from failing to speak. Making sense of both les mots et les choses is often aided, in other words, by simple oppositions.

The identification of these schemes in the Roman texts may seem, today, obvious if not trite; but the point to be made here is that the Roman jurists were just as involved in an *engagement ontologique* as any modern social scientist, and long before theorists used such terms to describe the epistemological complexities of contemporary social science. But the jurists did more than just engage with the facts of society. As Kelley observes, the “distinctive language of sociology was created through a sort of distillation from social and legal conventions at hand - beginning with the obvious designations of personality, property, action, inheritance, custom, contract, domination, sacred and civil law, public and private law, law-making and law-finding, codification and administration, and other commonplaces of the old Gaian system.” Kelley might well have added that the distinctive methodology of the social sciences (that is schemes of intelligibility) is equally just as much a distillation from the legal methods that were at hand in the Digest and the Institutes. Of course modern French and German legal theory, with its emphasis on texts, norms and on axiomatic structures, might seem kilometres from an *engagement ontologique*, which of course it is. Yet had Berthelot looked beyond modern legal theory - had he appreciated that “sociology was … the ghost of jurisprudence past” - he might have realised that the real methodological and epistemological challenge for jurists is in the diversity of legal activity and in the very place where social fact and legal knowledge meet, namely in the deciding of cases.
IV. PARADIGMS

However, the challenge of social science epistemology does not begin and end with schemes of intelligibility, as Berthelot's own rich writing makes clear. The schemes usually combine so as to give expression to a governing paradigm, the term itself being used by Berthelot - *C.L.J. 303* although he actually abandons the expression - to mean "an ill designated class weakly formulated but nevertheless powerfully significant in its attitudes and behaviours". In fact the term, usually attributed to Thomas Kuhn, is notoriously difficult to define and is often summed up as a "vision of the world", a "way of seeing" or a "cadre de pensée".

In the social sciences one possible use of the term "paradigm" is to give expression to a number of fundamental epistemological dichotomies such as the ones between holism and individualism, order and chaos and nature and culture. Take first of all the opposition between a whole and its parts whose paradigmatic and epistemological status is often traced back to the nominalist revolution associated (possibly incorrectly) with William of Ockham. Does society exist as an ontological reality - as a "thing" - or are there only individuals? The question is fundamental both in the natural and social sciences because the difference of levels reveals differences of information. For example statistical modelling might well reveal that there is a greater preponderance of disease in communities situated near factories. This is clearly valuable information, but operating at this holistic level there is a great danger that one might conclude that the causes of the disease are in the factories. An analogous problem arises in the social sciences: statistics may well reveal that it is the children of middle class families who dominate the higher education institutions but such a correlation does not explain the causes of this phenomenon. In order to search out such an explanation it is necessary to adopt a different methodological paradigm; the social scientist must think in terms of the individual and examine the causes in relation to individuals within families. One has to move, in other words, from structural models (statistics) to causal and actional schemes. The dichotomy has political implications as well since social theorists such as Marx - who saw society in terms of class - are likely to generate a different kind of political hypothesis than theorists such as Weber who saw society in terms of individuals. In short, so important is this paradigm dichotomy between holism and individualism that it has attracted a chapter to itself in Berthelot's *Épistémologie des sciences sociales*.

*C.L.J. 304* Yet as Yan Thomas reminds us, the debate has its roots in Roman law. In a text that must have fascinated the medieval doctors a Roman jurist describes a case that was put to him concerning the appointment of judges for a hearing. As some judges had been excused and others appointed in their place the question arose as to whether this replacement process meant that a different court had been constituted. The jurist responds that even if all of the judges had been replaced it would still be the same court and he justifies this by reference to other examples where a thing remains the same although the parts change. An army legion and a community are always the same despite the turnover of personnel. However the most striking example is that of the boat whose every plank is gradually replaced over the years; the boat, says the jurist, is the same boat even if every single plank has been replaced. Now at the level of legal reasoning this dichotomy between a whole and its parts is of fundamental importance because the institutional system, based upon relations between persons and things, continually has to move from the group to the individual.

For example the institutional system envisages a society in which individual persons own individual things. But what amounts to an individual "thing"? The response of a Roman jurist to this question is that there are three kinds (genera) of things: there are things that have a single spirit such as a stone, slave or beam of wood; there are things that are made up (quod ex contingentibus) of other "cohering" (inter se cohaerentibus constat) things, such as a ship or a house; and there are things made up of individual entities (quod ex distantibus constat) like a people, legion or flock. All this is set out by the jurist because it has real practical consequences given the existence of property concepts in the institutional system. With respect to usucapion - the acquiring of ownership of a thing through long possession in good faith - the first kind of thing presents no problem, but, of course, the other two do. What if one possesses tiles or bricks that later become incorporated in someone else's building? What if one possesses a plot of land on which there is a lost gold ring: does one also possess the ring? Then there is the problem of the flock. According to one jurist although a flock does exist in nature (natura) as a thing one cannot obtain ownership of it through usucapion in the same way as with individual things; it is the individual animals that are possessed and not the flock. Analogous problems arise with respect to res judicata. If one has unsuccessfully claimed for a ship can one subsequently claim for all its planks? Or if one has
claimed for a flock and failed can one then claim for several individual head of cattle?\textsuperscript{114}

It is not of course being asserted here that the Romans were indulging in some kind of social science epistemological reflection. What they were doing, however, was to engage with social fact and it is in the context of this very engagement that the elements that make up epistemological debate start to reveal themselves. This is true with respect to the other paradigm dichotomies as well. We have already seen that the Romans began to be aware of a difference between order and chaos with respect to the distinction between mistakes of fact and mistakes of law; the law can and should be definite while fact can baffle the wisest of people.\textsuperscript{116} It is not unreasonable, then, to assume that the Roman notion of ratio iuris - the term is to be found in the Digest\textsuperscript{117} - amounted to a rationalised social order even if certainty was to be preferred on occasions over this rationality.\textsuperscript{118} What is not rational ought not to be extended by analogy.\textsuperscript{119} Moreover the force of law, be it in respect of custom or statute, is justified by reference to a kind of social contract acceptance within the populus. Nam quid interest suffragio populus voluntatem suam declaret an rebus ipsis et factis ?\textsuperscript{120} The will of the people declares itself not just through voting but equally by their actions.

This kind of reflection provokes the next paradigm question, if only because it is of course debatable whether these ideas about the populus have any basis in social reality. What Berthelot calls le poêle naturaliste is “that which considers that social phenomena are an extension of natural phenomena and not requiring specific explanation”. It is, as he says, sufficient “for analysis to determine the mechanisms on which they depend”.\textsuperscript{121} Is law the product of nature or culture? One can thus oppose to this naturalist paradigm that of culture. As for this latter paradigm, “they are the cultural norms and values of the group or of the society which, through the mediation of socialisation, enculturation or inculcation, define the sense of behaviour or, according to certain definitions, practices”.\textsuperscript{122} Are ideas “C.L.J. 306” - of social contract, legal rationality (ratio iuris), legal knowledge (scientia iuris)\textsuperscript{123} and the transfer of sovereignty (Lex regia) cultural or natural phenomena? It might be tempting to say that this paradigm debate takes one beyond the Roman texts themselves in that any opposition between Roman society as culture and Roman law as naturalis ratio is not obviously to be found in the texts. Yet in developing an institutional ‘system’ around persona, res and actio the question arises as to whether this system has transcended Roman law. Is it not a system capable of applying to any body of rules irrespective of time and culture? Indeed is it not the system upon which the whole of the modern civilian private law tradition is based?

While not denying the importance of the link between culture and law, Alan Watson makes the point that Justinian’s Institutes - which reproduces the Gaian plan\textsuperscript{124} - “was the basic text for beginning law students throughout Europe for hundreds of years, and gave them their concepts and structures.”\textsuperscript{125} And without this introductory book - this “nutshell” as he calls it - the subsequent reception of Roman law into modern Europe would have been “a great deal more difficult and would have been very different”.\textsuperscript{126} Watson subsequently concludes by expressing a certain scepticism with respect to the link between law and culture. In what sense, he asks does Gaius’ Institutes, reflect Roman pagan, and (via Justinian) later Christian, society? Indeed he goes on to issue a challenge. Can anyone produce “one scrap of evidence that the Institutes is in any way indicative of the specific religious, political, economic or social conditions of early Byzantium”?\textsuperscript{127} And he concludes that had the Institutes reflected Byzantine society, “it would have been influential in the west only with difficulty.”\textsuperscript{128} The implication here is that in order to understand legal concepts and law’s systemic rationality one does not need to study legal culture as such; one needs to study the Gaian system and its elements in a synchronic fashion in order to understand its scientific or natural essence, as indeed the German jurists were to do with an extraordinary vigour.\textsuperscript{129}

This view has not gone unchallenged. Arguing from the position of the cultural paradigm, Pierre Legrand is scathing in his criticism of the idea that law can be transplanted from one culture to another or can be studied in terms of similarity between rules from different “C.L.J. 307” cultures.\textsuperscript{130} Such thinking is “the result of a particularly crude apprehension of what law is and of what a rule is”.\textsuperscript{131} As far as this comparatist is concerned rules are the product of a particular culture and as a result cannot be studied simply in terms of a bare propositional statement. “There is”, he says, “more to ruleness than a series of inscribed words which is to say that a rule is not identical to the inscribed words”.\textsuperscript{132} Rules as words are simply the “surface” of the law and as such one needs to adopt a deep hermeneutical approach in order to get below this surface - this layer of words as signifiers - to discover the mentalité in which positive law is anchored.\textsuperscript{133} Legrand defines this mentality as the cognitive structures that underpin the rules and the job of the comparatist is to reveal them “à travers une %42comparaison %42à étages%48.”\textsuperscript{134} One can switch the point of view in saying that any “manifestation of posited law thus exists as the unknowing articulator or vector of a cultural sensibility which, while it is actually inscribed in the textual fragments themselves, requires the comparatist’s
ampliative acts of interpretation to come to light." The job of the comparatist is, then, not one of disembodying aspects of law from its cultural embeddedness - it is not a matter of detaching from say the: the Institutes a system-as-entity - because "the specificity of legal discourse lies precisely in its embeddedness ". This "venture into cultural hermeneutics" represents a shift not just at the level of schemes of intelligibility - away from structuralism and from causality as logical necessity - but equally at the level of the paradigm because transmissions between cultures do not take place via "some transcendent, supra-individual entity". It is not a question of essence existing as some kind of detached res.

Now it has to be stressed at once that the point of raising this paradigm debate is not to enter into the debate itself. The point is to show how the paradigm debate itself is the result of nothing less than an engagement with the facts of social reality. Whether one agrees with Watson or not - or equally whether one agrees with Legrand or not - is hardly the matter in issue here. What matters is that both jurists are engaged in an exercise that has as its object not just texts but the "interactions entre actants". This is particularly evident in the work "C.L.J. 308 of Professor Legrand whose reflections on comparative legal studies are specifically aimed at providing a deep hermeneutical alternative to a comparative law "which [just] engages in the juxtaposition of substantive and adjectival posited law". Yet even Professor Watson's thesis is capable of being envisaged as much more than une science du texte exercise trapped within un univers normatif. As Kelley points out, the Gaian system "entailed not only moral priorities and a means of ordering reality but also a characteristic mode of perceiving, of construing, and potentially of controlling the social field." It is a system that can be seen at one and the same time as an entity that is trans-cultural (for those who subscribe to the nature paradigm) and as an epistemological structure that integrates itself within the facts of social reality. This integration becomes in itself an epistemological framework for understanding les interactions entre actants - and indeed for understanding the relations between actants and things. The "categories of person-thing-action constitute, first implicitly and later explicitly, what might be regarded as the metaphysical (or metanomical) foundations of Roman social thought" and, given the later developments, "they may also be regarded as a system rivaling the naturalistic construction of Aristotelianism, as another version of the many-faceted contrast between Physis and Nomos - of primary and secondary nature." In short the epistemological implications of the Gaian system for the social sciences cannot be underestimated.

V. THE AUTHORITY PARADIGM

It might at this stage be tempting, then, to conclude that Professor Berthelot made an error of judgment in excluding law from his epistemological investigation of the social sciences. When approached diachronically the discipline of law has its own distinct contribution to make to social science epistemology. However this diachronic dimension is not a paradigm or orientation that represents the approach of most lawyers, even with respect to those working in law faculties. Most jurists - in Europe as a whole at least - adopt a synchronic approach to their discipline and such an approach is "C.L.J. 308 supported by the weight of legal theory. Historical jurisprudence, in the common law world, enjoys little emphasis in today's jurisprudence textbooks and few graduates will leave their law faculties with a knowledge of the contributions made to their discipline by for example Gius, Ulpian, Bartolus, Cujas, Domat, Pothier and (or) Savigny. Students tend to learn what the law is rather than how law has been constructed as a discipline. In many ways one should not be surprised by this. As has been mentioned earlier, law's quest for scientific status has resulted in the emphasis being put on coherence and this has encouraged what Robert Blanché terms (for the natural sciences) une analyse directe, that is to say a static or synchronic view of a science's contemporary structure.

In the common law world it is probably true to say that this emphasis on law as science is treated with much scepticism and the great majority of jurists working in Anglo-American law faculties would no doubt prefer to see their discipline associated with the social sciences. Nevertheless the influence of civilian thinking on legal theory ought not to be underestimated and with the growth of law as an academic subject in England and Wales from the end of the nineteenth century the law-as-rules model increasingly has come to dominate common law thinking. Indeed, for Richard Susskind, "one fundamental assumption... should be articulated: that rules do and should play a central role in legal science, legal knowledge representation, and in legal reasoning." For "[o]verwhelming authority for this proposition can be found in legal theory, and even a philosopher such as Dworkin, who has questioned the sufficiency of rules for legal decision-making, does nevertheless himself seem to presuppose a predominant place for them, as MacCormick has shown." The result of this theorising is that students spend much of their time examining legal texts and trying to make sense of them
using what might be termed shallow hermeneutical and (or) structural *C.L.J. 310 methods. One is not inviting the contemporary law student to examine a statute or a judgment as a signifier for a deep cultural mentality; what the student is invited primarily to do is to read a legal text in such a way that she will know what the law “is” and be able to apply it to relevant factual situations. Of course this “is” aspect, and the methodology that now accompanies it, is no doubt more critical in its orientation in the common law faculties than in the High Court. As Christopher McCrudden has recently observed, referring to Fiona Cownie’s work, “We’re all socio-legal now”, an expression that recalls William Twining’s comment that “we are all Realists now”. What these expressions indicate is that rules and concepts - the law - is now studied, in many common law jurisdictions, in their (its) social, political and (or) economic context and even the foundational subjects may well be approached, if not from a “law and…” perspective, then at least in a context that emphasises law’s functional role. The emphasis in the common law faculties is now more on functionalism than conceptualism (structuralism), although, as we shall see, the late Professor Birks attempted to reverse this trend.

Yet it has to be asked to what extent this social functionalist emphasis has effected a shift of paradigm. Certainly it has encouraged a more social science orientated enquiring approach towards legal rules and concepts and this shift away from formalism has impacted upon the judiciary as well. Indeed some English judges are even prepared to pay lip service to, for example, the law and economics school. But what it has not done is to encourage a more sophisticated attitude towards methodology and epistemology.

Imagine three students from the same town and acquainted with each other leave for university, one to study sociology, one to study cinema and the third to read law. Towards the end of their courses, which they have pursued very diligently, they meet to discuss the *C.L.J. 311 content of what they have studied. The sociology student will certainly be able to distinguish functionalism from structuralism, holism from methodological individualism and, probably, a causal approach from a hermeneutical one. These methods are associated with the very construction of the subject. The film studies student might be a little less aware of all these different schemes of intelligibility and paradigms as they relate to social fact, but will be very knowledgeable about the various methods and techniques individual film-makers have contributed to cinema since its inception. She will be able to discuss the individual methodological techniques and styles made by, say, John Ford, Alfred Hitchcock, Douglas Sirk and Alain Resnais. Moreover the film studies student will be well-trained in critical theory and will almost certainly be able to distinguish a structuralist analysis from a hermeneutical one and may well be aware of the importance of dialectics in cinema. What will the law student know of the methodology of her discipline? She will, perhaps, be able to distinguish between deduction and induction and may well be able to discuss the various approaches towards statutory interpretation. If she has studied legal theory she will also be aware of the important contribution made by a number of the more recent jurists about the formal sources of legal rules. Indeed, she may well be aware of Dworkin’s chain novel analogy with respect to legal reasoning. But the chances are she will know almost nothing about methodology outside of the authority paradigm and little about schemes of intelligibility despite their relevance to law.

In terms of a governing paradigm, the law graduate, in short, will be analogous to some narrowly educated theology graduate. Indeed the kind of methodological movements to be found in the history of the civil law can mirror to some extent those found in religious disputes. Take for example the idea of “fundamentalism”. According to Karen Armstrong, the American Protestant “fundamentalists wanted to go back to basics and reemphasize the ‘fundamentals’ of the Christian tradition, which they identified with a literal interpretation of Scripture and the acceptance of certain core doctrines.” One cause of this back-to-basic movement had been the various attempts in nineteenth-century America to marry theology with science. However, as Armstrong notes, once “theology tried to turn itself into science, it could only produce a caricature of rational discourse, because these truths are not amenable to scientific demonstration.” Thus “systematic theology” did not look for meaning beyond the words of the Bible; instead it attempted to produce a closed and coherent system from which all Biblical truths could be inferred by the use of reason brought to bear on words that had an absolute authority. Indeed earlier in the century one theologian had used these scientific methods - particularly mathematics - to “prove” that the Second Coming of Christ would occur in 1843. The attempt to marry law and science, particularly in nineteenth-century Germany, in many ways echoes this religious methodology. Some German Roman lawyers brought the same scientific method to bear on the Roman law texts and induced out of them that the legal system is conceptually perfect, without any gaps whatsoever, just “like the order of nature”. Law was a system, analogous to mathematics, consisting of axioms from which all other rules, together with the solutions to case law problems, could be logically deduced. Hermeneutics
had given way to conceptual causality.\textsuperscript{174}

Admittedly it was not some sort of legal “fundamentalism” as such that was to provoke the reaction to this \textit{Begriffsjurisprudenz}. It was, in the common law world at any rate, a shift to functionalism preached by the American Realists.\textsuperscript{175} However Realism has provoked, in its turn, something of a return-to-science movement, at least by the late Peter Birks and his followers. This movement is one where the importance of “scientific” legal classification is being reemphasised accompanied by a reassertion of deductive methodology.\textsuperscript{176} And even outside this movement, a shallow hermeneutical (and structural) approach - dominated, as McCrudden says, by “terms such as coherence, fit and analogy”\textsuperscript{177} - remains the traditional methodological technique in doctrinal legal scholarship,\textsuperscript{178} especially in the civil law world.\textsuperscript{179}

The paradigm that dominates this methodology is perhaps revealed once again by the epistemological orientation of theology. “Human \textit{C.L.J. 313} beings, in nearly all cultures,” says Karen Armstrong, “have long engaged in a rather strange activity.” And she continues:

They have taken a literary text, given it special status and attempted to live according to its precepts. These texts are usually of considerable antiquity yet they are expected to throw light on situations that their authors could not have imagined. In times of crisis, people turn to their scriptures with renewed zest and, with much creative ingenuity, compel them to speak to their current predicament.\textsuperscript{180}

Scriptural texts, in other words, become the unique and sole source of, if not all knowledge, then a considerable part of it. From the historical perspective, this observation by Armstrong certainly seems of some relevance with respect to the foundations of the Western legal tradition. The medieval Roman lawyers, as we have seen, regarded their texts in the same way as theologians regarded theirs.\textsuperscript{181} Of course, today, lawyers are just as likely to abandon their texts (especially those protecting individual rights) in times of crisis and most do not regard such legal writing as the source of anything more than legal knowledge (that is to say they do not regard the texts as having anything more than a positivistic authority).\textsuperscript{182} Nevertheless, within this narrow disciplinary limit, the legal text is given special status and it is these texts that are the primary source of all knowledge. In addition their authority - if not their styles, quality and function - is not open to question. And even legal philosophy has largely devoted itself to identifying, and thus implicitly supporting the authority of, the “valid” source of the normative propositions expressed in these documents.\textsuperscript{183} In short what theology can contribute to legal epistemology is to help emphasise, by way of analogy, the extent to which law as a discipline is trapped within an authority paradigm, in turn seemingly making it an intellectually unattractive candidate when it comes to any serious investigation into social science epistemology.

\section*{VI. ESCAPING THE AUTHORITY PARADIGM}

Professor McCrudden - drawing inspiration no doubt from Professor Cowie's book\textsuperscript{184} - is of the view that this “internal” approach (as he and others term it) is breaking down to some extent and is merging \textit{C.L.J. 314} with an “external” approach, in particular socio-legal studies, critical legal studies and law and economics.\textsuperscript{185} This may be true, but one wonders to what extent these external references are likely to provoke a significant epistemological shift within the discipline of law.\textsuperscript{186} Berthelot, it may be recalled, at no point denies the importance of social sciences to law. “Sciences of the text have to make numerous references to the social sciences”, as he says, “but either they define themselves in relation to a specific object, approached in a multi-disciplinary fashion, or they lay claim to a hermeneutic and textual programme which is not their own”.\textsuperscript{187} In short one might be expanding the authority paradigm but not escaping from it.

Can, how might, and should this escape happen? By these questions one is asking how lawyers might take their methodology (and thus epistemology) beyond the limits imposed by the authority paradigm, always assuming that going beyond these limits is desirable.\textsuperscript{188} Now, as far as the practitioner is concerned, the necessity for such an escape is by no means evident. However for academic lawyers the position is different in that a number of them do, presumably, want to be taken seriously by their colleagues in other disciplines.\textsuperscript{189} And, if this is the case, jurists will need to take method more seriously.\textsuperscript{190} Yet even if a majority of academic lawyers are content to remain within the authority paradigm - to be traditionalist “theologians” rather than social scientists - there is one group that cannot. Comparative lawyers, if they are to say anything meaningful, must work within a spirit of enquiry rather than authority, for the exercise of comparison - if it is to do anything other than merely \textit{dégage} some trans-national “science” (an exercise that often results in legal imperialism) - cannot be conducted in terms of authority.\textsuperscript{191} Comparative legal studies is obliged, in other words, to be interdisciplinary\textsuperscript{192} and this implies that comparatists must be social scientists and not “theologians”.\textsuperscript{193}
If, then, escape is on the agenda, perhaps law schools should start by looking in much more diachronic depth at the construction of their discipline. The history of the civil law, as we have already mentioned, is largely a history of changing methods and a better appreciation of these methods and the changes that have occurred with respect to them would endow law students with a perspective that might allow them at one and the same time to appreciate the relationship between law as knowledge and as methodology and how changes in method can effect changes of substance.\footnote{C.L.J. 315} As Robert Blanché has asserted with regard to the natural sciences, history “offers a good means of analysis in separating, by the date and by the circumstances of their appearance, the various elements which have contributed to form little by little the notions and principles of… science”.\footnote{C.L.J. 316} One is not talking here, as he goes on to say, of a history of events but the history of ideas which cannot be written in the same style, “for the links are not of the same nature in the two cases”.\footnote{C.L.J. 317} The ideas have to be “grasped, so to speak, from the inside” in a manner that is philosophic rather than descriptive.\footnote{C.L.J. 318}

For example, the force of authority paradigm itself has not always been of the same epistemological nature. As far as the Glossators and Post-Glossators were concerned, the authority was primarily textual - although authority came to attach also to the celebrated jurists (or at least to their writings) - and thus their methods were orientated towards explaining the content of the texts, cross-referencing and ironing out the contradictions. Hermeneutics and dialectics were the two primary methods applied to this written source material.\footnote{C.L.J. 319} The French humanists of the sixteenth century effected a complete revolution in that they brought quite different methods to bear on the Roman material; they developed what today we would regard as the modern historical methods.\footnote{C.L.J. 320} They no longer saw the Justinianic compilation as a timeless authority but as a historical document whose contents had been fashioned at different time periods. In fact so different were some of their methods that several humanist jurists were dismissed as being philologists and grammarians rather than lawyers.\footnote{C.L.J. 321} Yet this historical scholarship was equally to generate a new kind of authority, that of the *essence* - that is to say the internal coherence - cf law. As far as some of the humanists were concerned, the Roman materials had been corrupted by the intellectual vulgarity of the compilers, and subsequently by the medieval Roman lawyers, and what was needed was a method that would expose the systematic nature of law as understood (so the humanists believed) by the great classical Roman jurists.\footnote{C.L.J. 322} Having been “exposed” - in effect constructed by the humanist jurists on the basis of the Gaian institutional plan\footnote{C.L.J. 323} - this coherent model became, by the force of its rationality, a new authority.\footnote{C.L.J. 324}

The methodological effect, in other words, was dramatic. The authority paradigm was no longer just a matter of textual authority; it was equally a scientific authority whose epistemological basis, borrowed from mathematics, was internal coherence.\footnote{C.L.J. 325} Legal academics had been endowed with a new role and one that would prove infinite given the inherent ambiguity of language. Their job was to fashion an ever more coherent and closed structure of legal axioms so as to create a logic model from which solutions could be deduced with confidence and whose authority would be guaranteed by the authority of the syllogism.\footnote{C.L.J. 326} Causality (*ratio iuris*) became the scheme of intelligibility that would endow hermeneutics (*interpretatio iuris*) with its “scientific” respectability.\footnote{C.L.J. 327}

The authority of scientific rationality found, seemingly, its most perfect expression in codification.\footnote{C.L.J. 328} Yet the moment a code came into force there was something of a shift back within the authority paradigm from rationality to textual authority. As Donald Kelley has observed with respect to the *Code civil*:

> [T]he imperial will would emanate mathematically, concentrically, and inexorably from its legislative source and reflect back on its national foundation. Few questioned the principle of *la volonté générale*. The main question was: How was this force to be expressed, explained, and applied? The crux of the matter was the age-old legal problem of ‘interpretation’,... Corresponding to the thirteenth-century glossators was the so-called exegetic school (*école de l'exégèse*), which also took a narrow-minded construction of the text and tended to make a fetish of the ‘intention’ of *C.L.J. 317* the imperial redactors. The *exégètes* more or less avoided recourse to history but had an advantage over the medieval glossators: they had access to a record of the debates of the original editors [of the *Code civil*], assembled authoritatively in the analysis published by Jacques Maleville in 1805.\footnote{C.L.J. 329} Modern jurists continue therefore to be trapped within a paradigm whose foundational basis is two-fold. There is the authority of the text itself, an authority continually buttressed by appeals to democracy, certainty and (or) the “rule of law”.\footnote{C.L.J. 331} And there is the authority of coherence; law is a rational science in that it provides a model which is capable both of explaining law as an epistemological phenomenon and of predicting solutions to each and every legal problem.\footnote{C.L.J. 332}
Certainly it would be completely misleading to claim that contemporary civil lawyers still equate law and legal method with mathematics. As Professor Bergel asserts, the reduction of law to a set of equations is a delusion. "It comes up against insurmountable method difficulties" and, he continues, "would anyway be contrary to the essential purpose of any legal system". But what this two-fold authority paradigm does foster - and this indicates the great intellectual power of a paradigm - is an extraordinary restraining power at the level of schemes of intelligibility. Causal, functional, structural, hermeneutical, actional and dialectical approaches are indeed all employed by lawyers and jurists alike. Yet instead of providing a diversity of *grilles de lecture* through which *differance* can be explained with respect to legal texts, facts and theories regarding the legal system itself they are used, instead, as a means of subverting difference. The authority paradigm combines logic, function, interpretation, individualism, system and dichotomy in such a way as to construct a methodological and epistemological model of law in which society - that is the society created by the Gaian model - is seemingly as predictable as the behaviour of comets or the planets. And such a model has the great advantage that it is not open to testability. Its disadvantage is that it creates a closed model that isolates it from the other social sciences. This kind of law is, arguable, not social science.

CONCLUSION: IS LAW A SOCIAL SCIENCE?

Can one conclude, accordingly, that law is not a social science? Before responding directly to this question the point must be made, once again, that the question is aimed at the discipline of law and not at individuals working within the discipline. There is no suggestion whatsoever that law faculties lack genuine social scientists producing research that is unquestionably social science research. Indeed there is much good research of this nature emerging from law schools, just as good social science research from outside law is having an impact within the discipline. In this sense, then, law faculties are making an important contribution to social science knowledge. The question is aimed at law as a discipline, that is to say law as it is perceived by those outside the subject, such as the late Professor Berthelot, and by those internal to law who talk in terms of a traditional "internal" approach to the subject.

To take a recent example, one might consider the vast scholarly effort in the United Kingdom devoted to restitution law since this effort has generated debates about classification and taxonomy in law in turn raising questions that can be regarded as epistemological. This writing might well be of value to students and practitioners of law, and the point of referring to it here is not imply that it is valueless. But if this work were to be considered from Professor Berthelot's perspective two questions arise. What real social relevance does any of this scholarship actually have to an understanding of social knowledge? And what major contribution have the papers concerning legal coherence and taxonomy made to epistemology? It is arguable that had this restitution and taxonomy scholarship been brought to the attention of Professor Berthelot he would have been convinced of the correctness of his decision to exclude law from his project for the reasons he sets out in *Épistémologie des sciences sociales*. Even from the perspective of comparative law - an important perspective since the idea of a separate category of restitution within the law of obligations based on the principle of unjust enrichment is a civilian import - the restitution scholarship, or some of it, can be regarded as amateurish. Can Gaius really be compared with Darwin as one of the leading restitution lawyer constantly suggesting? In short, this type of scholarly pursuit, as valuable as it might be, is not social science scholarship and if, in turn, this restitution scholarship is to be regarded as typical high quality law research - the "paradigm" legal research - then it is difficult to escape from the conclusion that this type of law is not a social science. The research tells us nothing about society itself and is concerned only with the logical and hermeneutical implications of the unjust enrichment principle being regarded as an axiom whose authority cannot be questioned.

However the debate does not end here because there is one area seemingly "internal" to law as a discipline that cannot, if it is to have any credibility, be governed by the authority paradigm. The area in question is comparative law. This field of law studies cannot be governed by the authority paradigm because "comparative law", as the words themselves suggest, are governed by two questions. What is "comparison" and what is "law"? Neither of these questions can be adequately investigated or employed within the limits of the authority paradigm.

The comparison question requires the jurist first to consider the role of comparison as an epistemological tool in itself - an exercise that simply cannot be conducted within the framework of the traditional "internal" doctrinal methodology and secondly to reflect upon the objects of comparison. Again this second aspect of comparison cannot be tackled using only the reasoning tools of induction,
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deduction, analogy and coherence. What is required is an investigation of the ontological and (or) epistemological focal points of legal knowledge. Should one, for example, be comparing rules, norms, factual situations, values, institutions, categories, concepts, reasoning methods, systems structures, words, les unités épistémologiques or what? And what are the paradigms within which these focal points are to be approached: is it a matter, say, of nature or culture or order of chaos? In addition there are other serious methodological issues that attach to the exercise of comparison. Should one presume similarity or difference? Should one take an insider or an outsider approach? Is the functional approach the primary method to be adopted or are there alternatives? And, indeed, what are these alternatives? These are extremely complex and controversial questions that are beginning to generate a sophisticated literature in comparative legal studies. And whatever one thinks of this literature, there is no doubting its independence from the authority paradigm.

Exactly the same can be said about the “law” aspect of comparative law. It might be tempting to think that comparatists will be confined to the parameters set by legal theorists, parameters often functioning within the authority paradigm. But comparative lawyers are not preoccupied with fashioning a unified theory of law. Quite the opposite in fact, for they require “theories” of “laws” rather than a theory of law since the imposition of a unified theory normally amounts to legal imperialism. The comparative lawyer who approaches the common law - or the legal systems of Africa or China - as a set of Kelsenian norms is likely to produce work not just of limited value to comparative legal studies but of a type that might actively mislead jurists. No doubt some may think that these assertions are open to challenge, yet they are not raised here to provoke or to be defended (here) as such. They are raised simply to make the point that comparative law, when reflecting upon the nature of law, cannot do this from within the traditional authority paradigm.

Comparative legal studies, if it is to make a serious contribution to knowledge in general, must employ comparison as an epistemological tool and this epistemological dimension carries over, of course, into the “law” question as well. Comparative lawyers are thus engaged in a continual exercise that can be classed as epistemological and this is an exercise that cannot be categorised within dichotomies such as that between knowledge that is “internal” and “external” to law. Professor Berthelot’s schemes of intelligibility are, for example, neither purely “external” to law (since judges and legal theorist employ different schemes) nor purely “internal”. The comparative lawyer as epistemologist is viewing dichotomies such as the internal-external one from a different level than those operating as traditional doctrinal jurists or as social science scholars working within law faculties. In addition the comparative lawyer operates, or should operate, from the perspective of an enquiry paradigm. She is engaging with persons and things (and often actions) at one and the same time as legal constructs and as economic, political, social (including cultural) and psychological constructs. This is why the comparative legal studies deserves to qualify as a social science and this is why it is to be regretted that there is no contribution from a comparative lawyer in Épistémologie des sciences sociales.

In short, whether or not law is to be regarded as a social science is a paradigm question. Legal literature of the type that can be classed as having been produced from within the authority paradigm is not social science literature since it is not motivated by a spirit of enquiry into the nature of the social. Legal literature from outside the paradigm is more ambiguous, some, if not all, qualifying as social science scholarship.
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